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Suggested Dot Points for Teachers - Software 
 
The Ed-Blocs website is http://www.ed-blocs.com with quick links and downloads. 
 
Students work individually on a Mac or PC connected to the Internet and login to  
http://ed-blocs.com/software. 
 
The software is intended to be self-paced making it good to allocate as homework as 
it requires no school resources and no teacher time. 
 
To get individual student report cards they need to be set up in the admin login area. 
http://ed-blocs.com/software/administrator/ 
 
If your school already uses Ed-Blocs see your school Ed-Blocs administrator or if they 
haven’t yet, request your school and give the name & email of your proposed school 
administrator via email to pgkpeter@gmail.com. 
 
Some students are hands-on learners and the hardware allows them to show themself. 
If the school has the Ed-blocs hardware, there is an enhanced learning possibility. 
There is a download student work book and teacher manual on the website for the first 
five simple lessons for case one. if a school has a full set then students can set up and 
test each lesson after they have done the exercises. Students love hands on learning. 
 

Suggested Dot Points for Teachers - Hardware 
 
Make a team of six or less, a team of four is ideal. 
 
Give each team one of the following 

1) Talking stick (wooden spoon) - optional 
2) Throwing “dice” 
3) Name Tags (these are included to print on adhesive printing paper) 

 
Ed-Bloc Investigation Lesson Structure 
 

• Organisation of roles 
The throwing of the dice determines the leader – highest number becomes the 
leader (only those who haven’t been a leader get to roll the dice).  The leader 
takes control of the team and delegates by his/her decision whom does which 
role (Data Recorder, Handler, Handler’s assistant, Card reader, Results 
presenter). It is the leader’s responsibility to ensure everyone has a chance to 
express their ideas to the team and that only one person speaks at a time by 
deciding who has the talking stick (wooden spoon). 

 

• Block hands-on investigation - teams explore the Ed-Bloc without the Ed-Blocs 
information card. Allow students to explore the Ed-Bloc(s) discovering all the 
combinations available to get it to function. Get groups to explain their 
findings, then hand out the Ed-Bloc information card. 

• When all Ed-Blocs needed for a design challenge has been investigated give 
the design challenge to the team leader. 

• Students must present their hypothesis solution to the teacher using the Ed-Blocs 
info cards before, bring allowed to test and possibly fix their design. 
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TEAM / GROUP ROLES 

TEAM LEADER 

The leader is chosen by rolling a dice - highest number 
becomes the leader. Only those who haven't been a leader get 
to roll the dice. The leader takes control of the team and 
delegates by his decision who does which role. It is his 
responsibility to ensure everyone has a chance to express 
ideas to the team and that only one person speaks at a time - 
deciding who has the talking stick (wooden spoon). 

DATA RECORDER Records all information / results for the team on this work sheet. 

CARD READER 

Holds and reads Ed-blocs cards for the team. Note Ed-blocs 
information cards are not to be used during the teams first 
attempt. Students are to work as a team to explore its function 
for themselves. 

Ed-blocs HANDLER Controls all handling and connecting of Ed-blocs for the team. 

HANDLER ASSISTANT Assists and takes directions from the Ed-blocs HANDLER 

RESULT PRESENTER 
and TIME KEEPER 

Presents the teams findings and conclusions to the teacher and 
other teams / students. Advises the team the time left. For 
example teams are allocated 15 minutes to explore an Ed-
blocs, so each 5 minute express to the team 10 minutes to go, 5 
minutes to go, etc. 
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Admin log in webpage 
A school administrator sets up classes and teacher login’s 
Teachers then create student login’s and activate lessons the class see (homework). 
 
 
 

 
 
Student’s login webpage 
Self-paced lessons – no school resources and no teacher time. 
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All 32 Ed-Blocs circuit boards are available as kits so teachers and students can build 
their real world design challenge solutions and actually use them. The kit info also 
helps students to understand the components that together achieve each block’s unique 
function. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
All Ed-Blocs are simulated and connect in software. Leads delete automatically when 
not connected to anything and to delete a block left mouse click on it and hit the delete 
button. 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 

What are Ed-Blocs™? 
Ed-Blocs are a combination of 32 individually powered electronic building 
blocks, each with a unique and powerful function. They engage enquiring 
minds and have a supporting software that requires no school resources and 
no teacher time. 
 
Are Ed-Blocs™ safe for student use? 
Ed-Blocs have been designed for use by primary school students. They are 
safe, robust and effective at promoting self - logical thinking and team. 
 
What age ranges are Ed-Blocs™ designed for? 
The pre-assembled Ed-Blocs hardware is probably be of most benefit to 
“Middle Phase” students from around Year 4-6. Depending upon the 
outcomes that you are looking for, they could also benefit student’s right up to 
Year 11 or 12 as the design and assembly notes for building electronics kits of 
duplicate Ed-Blocs™ are included on the website. So you can learn, design, 
simulate, prototype here. 
 
What subject/curriculum are the Ed-Blocs™ suited to? 
Ed-Blocs™ were designed and refined in Australian schools to suit a 
curriculum that encourages student design and creativity. This does not 
restrict them to this curriculum or geographic region. The blocks and activities 
support any curricula that promotes - team work, project based learning, 
creativity and design elements. It solidly meets a modern school early entry 
Technology syllabus and goes on to support any school offering secondary 
elective electronics. 
 
How does the online software compliment the Ed-Blocs™? 
The software has online learning modules which allow full software simulation 
of all the blocks. This allows for students to test their hypothesis “onscreen” 
prior to awaiting their turn to try it for real on the blocks. In this way the 
product use is extended beyond the classroom and to cater for larger classes. 
 
Will there be additional activities and more curriculum mapping carried out? 
Ed-Blocs™ is keen to develop and support the work of innovative, forward-
thinking educators looking to inspire students to greater creativity and 
thinking. If schools are going to embrace the product then the development 
team will work with the schools to create materials suited to the school’s 
program. 
 
Where can I get more information about Ed-Blocs™? 
Initially contact Peter Kuhle by email pgkpeter@gmail.com Peter can put you 
in touch with the person in your region who can best offer you the support that 
you need to inspire maximum creativity in your students. 
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Ed-Blocs 
 
ACTIVITY 
Activity Name – Simple Watering System 
Activity Description – In this activity you will learn how to design a watering system 
that will water a garden using only the necessary water needed i.e. conserve water. 
 
Activity Difficulty Level – 2 (Simple) 
 
Lesson Name - Be water wise when watering a garden. 
Lesson Short Description - This lesson uses four Ed-Blocs and is a very environmentally 
friendly, simple system to conserve water when watering a garden. 
Lesson Long Description - This lesson you will use the Light and Moisture Sensor Ed-
Blocs to sensor, the NOR gate Ed-Bloc to do the thinking and the Water Solenoid Ed-
Blocs to turn on the water to design a simple system to water a garden which will 
conserve water usage. 
 

 
Outcomes 
TP 3.1, 4.1, 5.1 
Students are taught the unique function and identifying symbols of the input Ed-Blocs –
Light Sensor, Moisture Sensor, process Ed-Bloc NOR gate and output Ed-Bloc Solenoid. 
Students are to investigate this Ed-Bloc and confirm its function.   
 
TP 3.3, 4.3, 5.3 
Students are to incorporate the Ed-Blocs into a design challenge they have been set. 
They are then to test their design and if wrong, investigate, fix and record why. 
Students must answer questions related to the Ed-Blocs and the design challenge. 
 
SYS 3.1, 4.1, 5.1 
Students are to identify and explain the logic of the systems they are creating using 
the terms input, process and output. 
 
INF 3.2, 4.2, 5.2 
Students identify the advantages and disadvantages of particular systems and use this 
information to affect their design. 
 
 
Overview 
Students are introduced to the Light Sensor Ed-Bloc and investigate this Ed-Bloc. 
Students answer questions related to the Light Sensor Ed-Bloc. 
Students are introduced to the Moisture Sensor Ed-Bloc and investigate this Ed-Bloc. 
Students answer questions related to the Moisture Sensor Ed-Bloc. 
Students are introduced to the NOR Ed-Bloc and investigate this Ed-Bloc. 
Students answer questions related to the NOR Ed-Bloc. 
Students are introduced to the Solenoid Ed-Bloc and investigate this Ed-Bloc. 
Students answer questions related to the Solenoid Ed-Bloc. 
Students investigate the design challenge – To be water wise when watering a garden. 
Students answer questions related to the design challenge. 
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Lesson 
 
Light Sensor Ed-Bloc 
Introduce the Light Sensor Ed-Bloc. The Light Sensor Ed-Bloc is an input bloc that is at 
the start of a system. When a certain amount of light is detected the Red output is 
activated. (The trigger level is not user adjustable and has been set to not activate 
while in good classroom light. It will require a strong torch light or direct sunlight to 
activate.) 
 
Light Sensor Ed-Bloc student questions 

1. What is the symbol for the Sensor Ed-Bloc?  
2. Can the general light in your room set off the Sensor Ed-Bloc? a) no, b) yes 
3. What is the colour of the output socket? a) white, b) red, c) green 
4. Is the Light Ed-Bloc an input, process or output bloc? a) output, b)input, c) process 
 
 
Moisture Sensor Ed-Bloc 
Introduce the Moisture Sensor Ed-Bloc. The Moisture Sensor Ed-Bloc is an input bloc that 
is at the start of a system. When a certain amount of moisture is detected between the 
two probes the red output is activated. (The trigger level can be adjusted by setting 
the sensitivity adjustment knob.) 
 
Moisture Sensor Ed-Bloc student questions 

1. What is the symbol for the Moisture Sensor Ed-Bloc?  
2. Is the Moisture Sensor Ed-Bloc an input, process or output bloc? a) output, b)input, 
c) process 
3. Can we adjust the Moisture Sensor level for the Moisture Sensor Ed-Bloc? a) yes, 
b) no 
4. Describe why the Moisture Sensor Ed-Bloc needs a sensitivity level adjustment 
knob? Different sensitivity is needed for different applications. 
 
NOR Ed-Bloc 
Introduce the NOR bloc. The NOR is a process bloc that is used in the middle of a 
system. If one or both of the inputs are activated the output will not be activated. (note 
the OR and NOT, a NOR gate is a OR gate and a INVERTER) 
 
NOR Ed-Bloc student questions 

1. What is the symbol for the NOR Ed-Bloc?  
2. Is the NOR Ed-Bloc an input, output or process bloc? Process 
3. When does the NOR Ed-Bloc not give you an output? Answers b & c - If one or 
both of the inputs are on. 
When does the NOR Ed-Bloc give you an output? Both inputs off 
 
Solenoid Ed-Bloc 
Introduce the Solenoid Ed-bloc. The Solenoid bloc is an output bloc that is used at the 
end of a system. While the black input is activated the unit will turn a solenoid on. 
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There are numerous applications for different types of solenoids. Ed-Blocs provide two 
examples: a water valve solenoid and a door lock latch solenoid. 
 
Solenoid Ed-Bloc student questions 

1. What is the symbol for the Solenoid Ed-Bloc?  
2. Is the Solenoid Ed-Bloc an input, process or output bloc? Output 
3. When will the solenoid be activated? Only while the input is activated 
4. What is the colour of the input socket? White 
5. “Click to change type of solenoid” on right side does what? Switches between 

a water valve and door lock. 
 
 
Design Challenge: To be water wise when watering a garden  
Ask students to design a watering system that will water a garden using only the 
necessary water needed i.e. conserve water. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Design Questions 
1. Why is it best to water when there is no sunlight? The sun causes water to be lost 
by evaporation 
2. Why do we need to include the Moisture Sensor Ed-Bloc in this system? It detects 
if the plant is dry and needs watering. 
3. What is an appropriate depth to push the probes? Moisture probes should be in 
the ground the same as the bottom plant roots with the top part of the probes fully 
insulated. Slow watering is best to allow time to soak in to the ground. You may have 
more than one moisture sensor and say have one above the soil to detect run off 
wasted water due to watering too quickly. 
4. How far apart should the probes be? 300mm 
5. Could we use a Timer Bloc in this system? So we only watered on the local 
government allowed days and times. Also we can use a timer to control watering cycle 
time to slow watering and to divert to different watering areas. 
6. Would different gardens/plants need their own system? If the moisture sensor 
probes were set up for a tree the small flowers would die. On the other hand moisture 
sensors set up for the grass may not give a good deep soak needed by a big tree. 
 
 

Light Sensor 

Moisture Sensor 

Water Solenoid 
NOR 


